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F A N T H O M E  O F  T H E  P U N K  R O C K  O P E R A

  Some people have used the quarantine to 
write the fi rst chapter of a fantasy trilogy (Hi, 
Jesse LeBourdais!) and others used the time 
to fi nally publish a tale they wrote several 
decades ago! In Ginny Fanthome’s case, she 
subscribes to the latter method! This stupid 
plague has been a terror on the social lives 
of us all but Fanthome decided to make the 
most of it. 

  After years of drumming for a slew of punk 
bands in her hometown of Ottawa, and 
then her new stomping grounds of Toronto, 
she stockpiled a plethora of humorous and 

interesting stories. “I always thought to myself 
‘Well, maybe you’ll write something about that’ 
and I didn’t realize it was going to come out 
as a fi ction piece.” Fanthome recalls, as she 
insists Loose Gravel is not an autobiography. 
“No. I would’ve written a memoir if I wanted 
to convey my own experiences. I just think it’s 
more fun to be creative with everything you’ve 
learned and nothing specifi cally goes back to 
anybody’s experience or my own experience. 
It’s all just this mish-mash of craziness!”

  But what is Loose Gravel about? “It’s a 
really good capture of the scene in the ‘90s.” 
Fanthome states. “That’s what I’ve been told, 
anyways. I’m not saying that to beat my own 
drum but one thing that keeps coming across 
with all the reviews I get is that it’s really great 
character development. So yeah, it’s about a 
punk band on tour but you really get to know 
[the characters] throughout the whole book.” 
The novel chronicles the misadventures of a 
punk rock band named Spooge as they cruise 
an unspecifi ed nation in an old beater van and 
as previously indicated in this article, the story 
was actually written over 20 years ago.

  So what was the hold up? “Well, I did try to 
go through traditional publishers back in the 
2000’s and nobody accepted it, so I got so 

discouraged and just stopped writing.” 
Fanthome laments. “So, when the plague 
hit and I was bored, I thought ‘Oh just suck 
it up, Ginny, and self publish!’ So that’s how 
Loose Gravel came to be.” The good news, 
for fans of her work, is that she is currently 
sitting on 5 other completed novels that just 
may see the light of day. “Do I really want 
to publish another book during a plague? I 
don’t know!” she laughs. Self-publishing a 
book would be diffi  cult in a normal era and 
throwing a full city lockdown on top of it is 
the sh*t icing on the sh*t cake of 2020/21.

  Coming of age as a female drummer in the 
grimy 80’s punk scene has prepared her for 
anything and a little global pandemic won’t 
slow her down! A product of DIY culture, 
she’s forced herself to adapt and reach new 
fans on social media. Setting up a store on 
Shopify has been paying off  for her and she 
can even off er free deliveries to people in the 
GTA. “I’m not gonna deliver it to Edmonton 
though, I’m sorry. That’s where I draw the 
line!” 

Grab your copy of her book at https://ginnyf-
books.myshopify.com! 

  Last night, I had a dream that a bunch of 
hooligans kicked in the front door of my 
trailer and ransacked the living room. 
Actually, that wasn’t a dream. I did dream 
about watching the next moon landing (yes 
I am pumped for 2024.) What happened 
is three teenagers slammed the front door 
open and stormed into the living room. We 
do live in a boring neighbourhood, so I don’t 
totally blame them, but I had to defend 
my place. Cindi wasn’t going to do it. She 
doesn’t like confrontation. I cut through the 
kitchen on my way to the living room, where I 
grabbed a cookie sheet and a stray 
potato. There were three intruders, young 
guys, and my appearance shocked them.

  It was over quickly, resulting in some bruises 
(including the potato) and a dented cookie 
sheet. The intruders didn’t put up a fi ght. They 
fl ed out into the icy night the way they’d come.  
I let them go. I knew they were local, so I 
fi gured I’d follow up the next morning.  

  They’d tracked snow into the room, their wet 
footprints snaking among scattered couch 
cushions and the upturned coff ee table. I 
started to clean it up. Just as I fi nished tidying 
up the scene, Cindi appeared from the hallway, 
bundled in her hoodie, sweat pants and thick 
slippers, holding a giant sippy cup. “I’ve been 
meaning to clean up in here,” she said, “Sorry 
you had to do it. I’m in a ‘mungus tournament 
right now.” I don’t know what she was talking 
about, but it must have involved headphones, 
because she clearly had no idea her living 
room had just hosted a scene straight out of 
Roadhouse.

 The next morning, when I was having my 
orange juice, I looked out the window and 
saw a large man in a plaid coat and a ball 
cap standing on the sidewalk in front of our 

trailer. He was looking my way. I grabbed my 
toque and fl ip fl ops and went outside to talk.
He got right to the point. “Did you hit my son 
with a cookie sheet?”
 “Yeah,” I said. If he swung at me, I’d have to 
get out of my fl ip-fl ops, fast.
There was a moment of tense silence before 
he spoke again. “Thanks,” he said in a low 
voice.  “I probably should’ve done it, but I’m 
not that kind of parent. He’s been just terrible 
lately.   Kicked him out of the house last 
night. Guess that backfi red.”
 “They kicked in my door.” Or close enough.   
 “They were trying to prank a friend. Picked 
your place by mistake.”
 “Well...I hope he’s alright.”
 “He’ll be fi ne. This past year, though...he’s 
not coping.” The man gave me his name 
and cell number. I gave him my word that 
if I ever had another run-in with his son, I’d 
call. I still haven’t told Cindi what really hap-
pened. Probably best if she feels safe in her 
home, and if they don’t feel safe busting into 
someone else’s.

- J.H



Huuuullow there!

  Let’s talk local inspiration.

  Canmore is full of go-getters and 
over-doers. I’d say it could be one of the 
more competitive places that I’ve lived 
while also housing those rich retirees who 
come around seasonally. There’s a pretty 
defi nitive line between people who live 
here and enjoy it leisurely or make it 

paramount. This competition doesn’t 
specifi cally lie between one another 
though, it’s more of the idea of “i’m here, 
why am I not doing more’ sort of ordeal. 
Whatever, we’re human, we’re all fi guring 
out how to human and some of us are 
just doing that by being sore more often.

  A cool part about this is that almost 
everyday, someone is out there doing 
something mega cool. And as a reader, 
onlooker, admirer, or side-eyer, you still 
get to live vicariously through someone 
who can.

  Highlighting Sarah Hueniken, 46 year old 
crusher. She has sent some 
ridiculously diffi  cult mixed climbs (back to 
that whole sharp tools on rock and snow 
in the winter chat we had a while back) 
almost a decade ago already, but she’s 
STILL after it. There’s a little spot climbers 
can canoodle around if avalanche risk 
is high called Haff ner (right off  Haff ner 

creek, where there’s frozen water, there’s 
climbers), and within this little spot there’s 
something called ‘Hoar Cave’ which holds 
some of the most technical and diffi  cult 
routes that I’ve seen, using movements 
called fi gure four’s and steins, there’s a 
whole language to these moves, and the 
PUMP! Oh boy, I can’t imagine how de-
stroyed your forearms might feel after 
conquering these routes, never mind 
doing six of them in one day. On top of 
that, she had also climbed the three most 
sought after climbs (ice + rock) in The 
Ghost, one of Alberta’s most wild of 
places to climb, in one day.

  This is only just the start of such a list 
of those who inspire me, I feel fortunate 
to be surrounded by absolute SENDERS, 
but equally as important to remember 
that crusher doesn’t mean invincible. Of 
course inspiration doesn’t always need 
to come from heckin’ danger...so what 
inspires you?



  Ah, the joys of being in a punk band! 
Ripping off  the PBR logo for merch and getting 
so drunk you projectile vomit into the mosh 
pit. Oh wait, wrong band! Edmonton’s On My 
Side tends to stand for something a tad bit 
more meaningful than that! At the very least, 
they’d like to be setting a good example for the 
young punks coming up in the scene. “There 
are some punk bands who are all just about 
drinking and having a good time, and that’s all 
well and good,” comments drummer, Q. “But 
it also has meaning behind it if you let it. You 
can make more of a diff erence than you might 
think!”

  While the band has only been around for 
about a year (a very plague-ridden year at 
that), the trio has kept themselves busy. 
Dropping their debut self-titled EP 
moments before a global pandemic took 
hold of us would be enough to get anyone 
down but On My Side refused to give up. 
They decided instead of crying on their 
keyboard as they stared at all the cancelled 
events on their Facebook page, they would 
do what they did best: rocking out for a 
good cause! Thus, Covers for Community 
was born!

  “If there was a silver lining to the pandemic 
it’s that various social justice causes were 
given the space and platforms to reach a 
larger audience,” states bassist Bert. “On 
a local level, here in Edmonton, Pekiwewin 
sprung up in the summer as a result of the 
city of Edmonton closing down COVID
shelters for houseless community 
members.” 

  A prayer camp set up by predominantly 
Indigenous and queer folks in downtown 
Edmonton, the settlement served as a 
temporary home for those who were 
understandably terrifi ed to cram into a 
homeless shelter in the height of a 
pandemic. With their covers album, the 
band was able to raise nearly $300 to aid 

in the eff orts to either relocate or prepare the 
displaced people for the harsh Edmontonian 
Winter.

  “We learned how to do things like that from 
the bands that we covered on this comp and 
our hope is that we can encourage other folks 
to take a look at, not only what’s happening 
around the world, but what’s happening in 
their own backyard. And feel empowered to 
do something to change things for the better.” 
Bert remarks as he alludes to such political 
punkers as Bad Religion and DOA. And taking 
another page from the humble beginnings of 
these punk rock legends, they are as DIY as it 
comes. With both of their latest eff orts self-
recorded and released, they are letting their 
punk rock ethos shine through.

  “We recorded and put [our albums] together 
in Bert’s living room!” says D, the power chord 
supplier of the band. “We did all the 
recording ourselves, all the sleeves we got 
printed ourselves. It was very much a DIY 
eff ort!” Sounds like a perfect fi t for a 
publication like Brutal Reality Digest! Once the 
plague fi nally subsides, keep your eyes peeled 
for this power trio. They just may be on their 
way to cause a ruckus in your town!

Hear the full interview on brutalrealitydigest.com!

THIS SIDE UP!

Photo Credit: Evan Van Ramshorst

  For lack of a better idea, I guess I will tell 
another story about another bar and another 
night of stupidity from my youth. This evening 
was particularly eventful and it all started at 
the fi rst bar I ever drank in (legally). Esmer-
alda’s was the name, or Ezzies as we called 
it. This place was an absolute blast; get past 
the smell of vomit mixed with lysol and it was 
quite a charming little hell hole! 

  Many a blackout occurred at this place due 
to the fact it was 50 cents for a single/short 
highball. The goal, usually, was to see how 
many you could fi t on a table and then a race 
to the highball in the centre of the table would 

ensue. A few pukes and some cold dead 
stares from the bar staff  meant you were on 
the way to one hell of an evening. 

  Never been a great dancer.... but something 
happens after an asspile of watered down 
highballs and next thing I know, I’m melting 
the dance fl oor with my version of the running 
man that morphs into a macarena hybrid. I’m 
surprised that not one girl proposed to me 
after so many epic tilts on that tile?.... Oh the 
memories.

  Have you ever had a friend steal an armload 
of cds from the DJ booth....? I have and not 
only that, he tried to sell them to a bouncer 
who worked there and it didn’t end well for 
him. We watched through the window as the 
cds fl ew through the air after the bouncer fed 
him a couple widow makers and sent him 
packing. We were unaware of the altercation 
‘til we witnessed it. 

  We carried on drinking ‘til last call and to 
my surprise, we were quite destroyed. So 
much, in fact, that a friend of mine started 
face planting in the parking lot repeatedly and 

I was too drunk to catch him. Blood gushed 
from the many wounds in his cranium. I 
ushered him into a cab and we went to the ER. 
He had a large bag of Satan’s salad and didn’t 
want it on him when he got to the hospital. 
Being the good friend I am, I off ered to hold 
it for him. I passed out in the waiting room for 
who knows how long and when I woke up, I 
was furious for some reason and started yelling 
at the unit clerks. “Where’s my friend!!! Is he 
dead? What kinda hospital is this?” He walked 
out minutes after my outburst with some new 
stitches and a smile. 

  We staggered out the doors into a couple of 
cops and a squad car waiting for us (I guess 
the clerks didn’t enjoy my theatrics) and off  
to the drunk tank we went. Arriving there, I 
realized something had slipped my mind and 
I still had a large bag of lucifer’s lettuce in my 
pocket.... idiot! I could have stuff ed it in the 
seats of the cop car; but nope not me! I didn’t 
even bother saying “It’s not mine!” I was duped 
by my inebriation. I got a possession along 
with a drunk in public ticket and another sleep 
in the tank. Getting old is a blessing!

- J.H



Going Bananas for these Monkeys

  Sony, why? Sly Cooper got a fantastic HD 
collection. Jak got a collection. Ratchet got 
a collection AND a reboot on top of never 
really ending. Battle for Bikini Bottom, Tales of 
Vesperia, The World Ends with You, Xenoblade, 
Final Fantasy 7, Yakuza, and even that stupid 
mistake of a bobcat Bubsy all got a chance 
to shine again in a modern light. So tell me, 
why has the most unique and charming series 
you’ve ever created been forced to the sideline 
for so damn long. WHEN IN THE GODDAMN 
WILL MY APES ESCAPE!?

  Ape Escape is a fantastic and charming se-
ries all about family friendly animal abuse! The 
set-up is that an evil monkey named Specter 
lets loose all the monkey from Monkey Park 
and does all kinds of wacky shit. They travel 
through time, head to the moon to launch a 
laser at earth making everyone lazy, and even 
hijack a TV Station. You then travel around with 
a beating stick and a sci-fi  bug net, among 

other gadgets, and capture each and every 
slippery simian. 

  You fi nd these overzealous orangutans doing 
all kinds of cray sh*t. Maybe they’ve taken over 
a pirate ship or ninja hideout. They could be 
reenacting Red Riding Hood. Maybe they’re 
just hanging out in a locker room happily butt 
fl ossing with a towel. So clearly you must cap-
ture these rambunctious rascals and send them 
back to captivity! 

  These dudes won’t take this lying down 
though, they will fi ght back. Some may take a 
swing at you, some may lure you to piranha-in-
fested waters, some may just actually request 
that you say hello to their little friend and mow 
you down with a tommy gun. You never know 
what these little amazing apes will be up to 
when you arrive.  Especially if they have been 
given the power of anime fruit.

  The Freaky Monkey Five is what pushes these 
games to new heights. Five monkeys powered 
up with super bananas that are ready to mess 
you up. You have Blue Monkey, the speedster. 
There is Pink Monkey, the Diva. Monkey White, 
who is just Doc Brown. Red Monkey, who is 
the best action movie hero of all time and who 
suplexes a dinosaur into a wrestling ring. Finally 
you have Yellow, and this chunky monkey 
makes me fear jiggle physics. These pumped 
primates provide some amazing boss fi ghts 
and hilarious dialogue, elevating the charm of 
this stupid series to a ridiculous degree. There’s 

no acceptable reason for why this kind of con-
tent cannot come back in a modern format!

  Every year, I hope. Every E3, I pray. Every 
State of Play, I delude myself. I let myself think 
that Ape Escape will fi nally come back. A 
remake trilogy or even a fourth mainline game 
will fi nally happen. Yet each and every year, I 
am met with nothing. This is why I am such a 
broken a bitter man-child. Sony please, please, 
PLEASE bring this series back. Let me assault 
monkeys with a club and trap them in a net like 
I did as a child. Let them free. I’m begging you 
Sony, you massive corporation that will never 
see this Canadian idiot’s words, please let my 
Apes Escape!

Let it be known that EVERY part of this dude, 
from belly button to nipples to butt, has jiggle 
physics. He also giggles loudly as he shoots 
shurikens out of his nipples in the third game.

punk pup of 
the month

Awful Movie Reviews
Words by Pert

- P.V

  I know what you all are thinking out there in 
BRD land. Big handsome daddy dirty perty, 
why do you only review the mainstream hits? 
When are you going to review something that 
hasn’t been reviewed by every other hack 
reviewer? Tonight, I will dig deep into this 
dusty dark VHS collection and fi nd a true 
forgettable gem….. I mean forgotten gem. 
Alright friends, time to stop playing 
Parcheesi, fi ll your bongs and prepare to have 
your mind blown by the intense deep erotic 
thriller mystery of

KNIGHT MOVES

   I’m talking about a sexy, shirtless (although 
you will wish he wasn’t) lead played by the 
one and only Raiden, I mean Christopher 
Lambert. He brings that same brilliant dry 
script read that he brings to every role I have 
ever seen him play. I could listen to him speak 
all day. What is that accent? It is so Tommy 
Wiseau-esqe. I can barely understand what he 
is saying. Along with the lack of any emotion 
he exhibits scene after scene, it really 

heightens the mystery of what the hell is 
going on in this fl ick. Lambert is the exact 
opposite of his co-star Tom Skerrit, who 
wears every emotion a man has ever had in 
a million lifetimes with his iconic scowling 
eyebrows and furled brow. Of course, 
because this is an early 90’s movie, there is a 
Baldwin in it, Daniel. In my humble 
opinion he is the most talented of the 
Baldwins, but that’s not really saying much. 

  The synopsis centers around the nonstop 
highs and lows of a chess tournament when 
one of the participants becomes the suspect 
in a series of bizarre murders. Yes, this was 
shot in Vancouver and yes, it does have that 
low budget Canadian fi lm feel to it. The sets, 
lighting, etc. all have that low budget look 
but it is done very 
competently. The acting, pacing, camera 
work, and editing is done just well enough 
that you overlook all the other shortcomings 
in this feature. I get the feeling the director, 
Carl Schenkel, realized the script is mostly 
schlock and dove right in head fi rst. I do 
love some of the bizarre choices that were 

made. For instance, one scene starts out 
black and white and transitions to color for 
seemingly no reason. The strange and 
surreal shots that take place in the begin-
ning of the movie had me wondering what 
had I gotten myself into. I’m guessing it 
was to show the insanity of the characters 
and shot in black in white to mimic the 
colour of the chess pieces……..I don’t 
know, maybe they just thought it looked 
artsy. Oh and the amazing scene where 
they solve a clue because one person was 
a MAD magazine fan and folded the clue 
like the MAD magazine fold-in. 

  Overall if you are stuck in your apartment 
and can’t leave because of a pandemic 
and your wife left you and your friends 
have abandoned you and you are on the 
point of throwing yourself off  the balcony 
because of boredom, then give this movie 
a watch. I did mention the Christopher 
Lambert sex scenes, didn’t I? Excuse me 
while I retch from the memory. I give it 27 
stars. Best line in the movie: “Yeah, same 
shoes alright.” 



  Last month, BRD gave me an 
opportunity to speak to the world about the 
terrible struggle I’m going through. I never 
expected to be fi ghting this battle. I spent 
months creating a television series, 
shooting episodes by myself in wild and 
dangerous places. I have a great team, 
great investors, all the pieces are in 
place. I’m telling you, we have something 
very special to share! Unfortunately, people 
are trying to take it all away from me.  I 
won’t let that happen!

  As mentioned in last month’s article, I 
fi nished shooting an entire season (ten full 
episodes!) of Time Survivor over the past 
year. The footage is fantastic, and I know 
you’ll love it. I’ve just got a few hurdles to 
clear before that happens. One of those 
hurdles is fundraising. No, I’m not asking 
you for money! Not with the world the way it 
is!  I just need to make you understand why 
it’s been so hard to get through the past 
few weeks. You’re not the fi rst people I’ve 
opened up to about this. When everything 
started to go wrong, I turned to my friends, 
family and my mentors. Their response was 
not what I expected. They do not 
appreciate the television experience that 
I’ve created, and I’m starting to think they 
don’t believe it’s even real. They seriously 
don’t believe that I even have a time 
machine!  It’s outrageous! What do they 
think I’ve been doing all this time?  

  First of all, MY DAD. When I told him that 
things had gone wrong with the company, I 
think he assumed I wanted money from him.  
“Are you looking for a loan, Martin?”  And 
I didn’t say yes!  I didn’t say no, but I also 
didn’t say yes!  I think I was speechless. I 
wanted paternal compassion, and instead I 
got paternal sass. I reminded Dad that since 
I possess a working time machine, I don’t 
need his money, and also I could certainly 
secure any loan he made, so there wouldn’t 
be any risk, but the point is, he laughed at 
me.  No, that’s not true. He kind of snorted.  
“Did you say something?” I demanded. He 
assured me that if I took him back to 1954 
to meet Sophia Loren, he’d let me have his 
house and his Firebird too, and I explained 
(again!) that the time machine doesn’t fi t two 
people. Then I told him to stop stealing Larry 
David jokes, and things went downhill from 
there.

  MY MOM had a similar lack of respect 
when I called her. They have a lot in 
common, Mom and Dad, and it makes me 
wonder why they ever got divorced. No, 
Mom did not laugh at me. Her voice took on 
this quality that women have long mastered: 
that is, a thin foam of sympathy over a sea 
of disinterest. I know this tone well. My fi rst 
girlfriend used to get it when I showed her 
my Gundam Wing fi gures. My marketing VP, 
Gale, got it when I told her about the time 
I met John Fogerty. Anyways, BACK TO 
MOM. Mom listened to my story 

(I had to repeat myself several times), then 
she sighed and in the silence that followed 
I distinctly heard another feminine voice 
in the background declare, “Shante, you 
stay,” which seemed to spur Mom into 
acknowledging my pleas for advice. 
“Marty,” she said, “This is what show 
business is like. It’s like...it’s like a race. 
Everybody’s dressed up fl ashy, but under 
all that fl ash, I know...that you’re a man.”  

  Now, I love my Mom. I’m grateful to her 
for everything: for all the boxes of my 
favourite cereal, for all the Halloween 
costumes, for forgetting the time she 
walked in on me - I respect her as a woman 
and a mother. Even so, when she slipped 
that pearl of wisdom at me across the 
trembling medium of our cell phones, I 
blurted out an instinctive response: “‘The 
f**k?”

  I’d never said that to her before, and I felt 
a hot fl ush on my cheeks. Over the phone, 
I heard her chuckle. “Okay, that was a little 
cliché,” she admitted. “Marty, you have a 
great power in your life. Time travel is that 
power. And with great power, comes great 
responsibility. What I’m saying is this: use 
that power. I’m asking you as a mother.  
Go back to 2016, and prevent them from 
fi lming Nocturnal Animals. It’s all up to you.  
Hopefully, if you succeed, the new timeline 
will erase my memory of watching it.”
Nocturnal WHAT?

punk pup of 
the month

Name: Dale Danger Farnsworth

Interests: Balls, some sticks, eating, cozin’ (all day/night), cat noises, takin’ ‘er easy, being nature’s 
perfect hunter.

Dislikes: Puppies, kites, a plastic bag blowing in the wind, lack of cozin’, overpasses, and baths.

Bands: Doesn’t really like music; it interferes with his primal wolf senses. Tends to just leave the 
room.

Words of Wisdom: “If you are a puppy under the age of one or even just a spazzy adult dog, get the 
f**k off  my porch. Other than that, if you’re cool, we’re cool.”



SEND ALL HATE MAIL TO BRUTALREALITYDIGEST@GMAIL.COMSEND ALL HATE MAIL TO BRUTALREALITYDIGEST@GMAIL.COM
  VIEW MORE CONTENT AT:  WWW.BRUTALREALITYDIGEST.COM  VIEW MORE CONTENT AT:  WWW.BRUTALREALITYDIGEST.COM

C h e c k  O u t  O u r  B l o g  o n  B r u t a l R e a l i t y D i g e s t . c o m  f o r  M o r e  G r e a t  C o n t e n t !

Hey there Everybody, Happy Imbolic!!  My name is Tracy.  I am a 
Psychic Medium / SpiritWoman in Red Deer, Alberta.  I have been 
focused on exploring and exercising my abilities since 2007 and 
providing professional readings and energy work since 2014.  I 
work directly through energy when communicating with Spirit, 
occasionally using cards.
It is always an honor to provide these services for people, to work 
with a person’s Spirit Team, and to help assist individuals while 
they move forward on their personal journeys.
Due to the current restrictions in Alberta my services are limited 
to readings that can be done over the phone.

General Reading 1 Hour over the phone ($110)General Reading 1 Hour over the phone ($110)
Your personal strengths and challenges are explored, how they 
help and/ or impede your journey, what needs your immediate 
attention, what can be done to optimize your situation, with 
some time at the end to ask a few questions.  Every now and then 
passed loved ones, including pets, will pop in to pass messages 
and I always give them the mic and fl oor as the priority.

General or Three Question Reading as an email ($35)General or Three Question Reading as an email ($35)
This reading is a condensed version of the general 1 hour over the 
phone reading and without the questions, or it can be done as a 
three-question reading.

Passed Loved Ones Reading over the phone ($110)Passed Loved Ones Reading over the phone ($110)
This is where we knock on the doors across the veil to see if our 
loved ones want to have a chat with us.

***Bonus Reading******Bonus Reading***

Sacred Seeker 45 Minutes over the phone ($75)
With this reading we explore a past life that holds a message for 
you here in your current life, what helps and what hinders and 
what will help to move you forward. 

Sacred Seeker as an email ($35)Sacred Seeker as an email ($35)
This is a condensed version of the 45 Minute over the phone 
reading.
If you would like to book a reading for the month of February 
and want to learn how you can easily save $10 on one of the $110 
readings make sure to send the code: BRD24 with your message.  
Have an Excellent Month Happy People.


